
GET SCHOOLED : SETTING UP THE SUREFIRE WRIST RELEASE 

4. Thread other end of leader line
back through loop of leader line to tie
connection with Firewire line. 

5. Thread loose end of the red leader
line through the right thimble of your
bar.

6. Continue to thread loose end of 
leader line through stainless "O" ring.

1. Your SureFire Wrist Release will come
with all that you see below. 

2. You will also need your Slingshot 
4-Line Profire bar.

3. Thread red leader line that comes
with SFWR system through right
red Firewire line loop.

7. Stretch leader line loop over "O" ring
and pull tight to create knot.

8. This is how the leader line on the "O"
ring should look.

9. Locate pigtails on the gray and white
leader lines that come with your SFWR
system. 
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10. Remove pigtails from leader lines. 11. Thread gray leader line through the
two leading edge Firewire lines.  

12. Thread other end of gray leader line
back through loop of same line. Pull tight
to create tie with gray Firewire lines.
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16. Locate white pigtail and thread
through left thimble on your bar.  

17. Pull knot end through loop end and 
pull tight.

18. Loop end of white leader line
through loop of white Firewire line. 

13. Locate gray pigtail and thread 
loop end through thimble on Chicken
Loop pulley. To finish connection, thread
knot end of pigtail through loop end and 
pull tight. 

14. Create Lark's head in gray leader
line. 

15. Create connection with gray pigtail
by looping Lark's head over gray pigtail
knot. Pull tight. Gray line setup is now
complete.
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19. Pull tight to secure connection with
Firewire line and leader line.

20. Create Lark's head and loop over
white pigtail knots and pull tight.  

21. Locate spot on right red Firewire line
7 meters up from bar end and mark. 
Remove screws from yellow stopper ball,
and seperate.
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25. Setup should look as shown. 26. This picture demonstrates how a
properly set up system should operate.
Bar slides and stops at yellow stopper
ball. Kite depowers to a flat position.

22. Attach ball to line by tightening 
ball screws down.

23. Strap on your Surefire Wrist Cuff
to your right wrist.

24. Snap stainless clip to "O" ring as
shown. 
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